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Abstract
Statistical machine translation methodology is highly dependent of relevant parallel texts for training.
However, available large parallel corpora are typically out-of-domain for many interesting translation
tasks, such as news translation. We experiment with a very small Finnish–English news corpus using
four different domain adaptation methods: language model adaptation, translation model adaptation,
automatic post-editing and re-training with combined data. Translation quality is measured with the defacto standard MT evaluation metric BLEU and we provide statistical significance testing for system
comparison. Language model adaptation did not produce significant improvements. All other tested
methods outperformed the baseline system.

1

Introduction

Machine translation (MT) adaptation aims to improve
translation performance on text in a specific domain
that is not present or pronounced in the bilingual
training corpus. Domain adaptation is especially important in statistical machine translation (SMT) systems which are trained with empirical data and are
closely tied to the training data domain. Text corpora
can be very different in many aspects, such as vocabulary, style or grammar. Therefore, the performance
of SMT systems is more susceptible to domain differences than traditional rule based systems which do
not depend on example translations.
Our task is to improve the quality of a baseline
SMT system with different domain adaptation methods. We use a very small in-domain corpus which
makes training and evaluation challenging. We provide statistical significance testing to facilitate system
comparison.
Our in-domain data consists of a small parallel
Finnish–English news domain corpus that we have
collected. The translations from Finnish to English
were created by volunteers in an online system. The
baseline system is trained on the out-of-domain Europarl parallel corpus.
The very small size of the in-domain corpus is
highly problematic for parameter optimization and
evaluation purposes as separate test and development
sets would significantly reduce the size of the training
data which would make the model learning very problematic. Our compromise to this was to use cross val-

idation and bootstrap resampling for evaluation and
to only try to get reasonable parameter values for the
most interesting parameters related to domain adaptation. We believe this is a reasonable approach as we
are interested in improving translation quality with
different methods rather than optimizing the systems
for the best possible performance.
We experiment with four different domain adaptation methods: language model (LM) adaptation,
translation model (TM) adaptation, automatic postediting (APE) and re-training of the model with combined in-domain and out-of-domain data. Language
model adaptation does not modify the translation
model, but influences the choices made by the translation model, whereas translation model adaptation
methods include new translations and can be further
combined with LM adaptation methods. Automatic
post-editing does not modify the baseline translation model, but learns an additional translation model
from the output of the baseline system to the reference translations.
In our goal to improve the baseline system translation quality, we evaluate the performance of four different domain adapation methods, namely language
model adaptation, translation model adaptation, automatic post-editing and combination of in- and out-ofdomain data for model retraining.
Each tested adaptation method significantly outperformed the baseline system in BLUE scores, except for the LM adaptation in which the improvement
was not significant. There was no clear preference of
the adaptation methods.

1.1

Statistical Machine Translation

In statistical machine translation, a statistical model
governs the mapping from source (s) to target (t) sentence. Although the original ideas of SMT were already introduced in the work of Weaver (1949), the
influential work of Brown et al. (1994) renewed the
research in the SMT paradigm. The translation problem is represented in a probabilistic framework in
which the Bayes formula gives the source-channel
approach
P (t|s) ∝ P (s|t)P (t)
(1)
for machine translation. It splits the conditional probability of t given s into two parts: a translation model
(P (s|t)) and a language model (P (t)). The best
translation is found by maximizing Equation 1.
A more general approach using a log-linear model,
employing a maximum entropy framework has been
formulated in Och and Ney (2001). It provides M
feature functions hm (t, s) with weights λm . The
translation probability P (t|s) is then defined as:
" M
#
X
P (t|s) ∝ exp
λm hm (t, s)
(2)
m=1

As before, the best translation is found when P (t|s) is
maximized. The source-channel model in Equation 1
can be modeled as a special case of the log-linear
framework in Equation 2 by choosing equal weights,
λ1 = λ2 , and feature functions h1 (t, s) = log P (s|t)
and h2 (t, s) = log P (t).
More details about how the model is discriminatively trained, can be found in Och and Ney (2001).
One advantage of this more general model is that additional features can easily be included Koehn et al.
(2003); Och and Ney (2001).
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Related Work

Domain adaptation has been performed with a wide
range of methods, which can be categorized by
their use of in-domain resources (no additional indomain data, monolingual in-domain data, dedicated
in-domain dictionaries or dedicated in-domain parallel corpora) or the way these resources are used
(interpolation of out-of-domain with in-domain data
or models for language model or translation model
adaptation or out-of-domain and in-domain system
combinations).
Improving in-domain performance without a dedicated in-domain bilingual corpus is done by Ueffing et al. (2007), who call their approach transductive learning. Using the non-adapted system, they

first translate a source language monolingual text corpus, select the good translations and paired them
with their source sentences to build a new synthetic
in-domain corpus. Re-training the system with this
corpus strengthens valuable phrase table content and
weakens less useful content, which makes the system
gain knowledge from its own output.
Hildebrand et al. (2005) compile an in-domain corpus out of a large general domain bilingual corpus.
Their basic assumption is that this large corpus contains different domain sub-corpora, which are obtained by selecting those sentence pairs only, which
match the in-domain test set.
Xu et al. (2007) assume an existing bilingual indomain corpus describing an approach towards a
multi-domain machine translation system. The different domain LMs are combined as sentence level mixtures (Iyer and Ostendorf, 1996) using interpolation.
Different domain translation models are trained and
optimized separately and combined during decoding
as different features in a log-linear model. Feature
weights are chosen on-line, depending on the domain
of the input text.
There are various approaches to LM adaptation,
as enumerated by Béchet et al. (2004). He lists linear interpolation of out-of-domain and in-domain language models, and an information retrieval approach
where documents matching the required domain are
retrieved and trained on-line to create the in-domain
language model.
The work of Zhao et al. (2004) combines language
model adaptation and information retrieval in the context of machine translation. Using the nonadapted
system, they generate a list of translation hypotheses,
which are used to create a retrieval query run against
large-scale monolingual text corpora. The best result sentences are then used to train a new in-domain
language model which is linearly interpolated with
the out-of-domain language model. Then translation
hypotheses are re-created using the interpolated language model, before they build and run the queries
and generate the in-domain language model. They
achieve their best results using query models that incorporate additional structure in the queries.
Wu et al. (2008) use linear interpolation of language models as well as of translation models. However, instead of a given bilingual in-domain corpus, they employ an in-domain word dictionary for
adaptation. They treat the dictionary as a small indomain phrase table or as data for in-domain translation model training. In-domain and out-of-domain
phrase tables are combined during decoding. Either
each phrase table is used as factor in the log-linear

translation model, or both are linearly interpolated
similar to the language models. Their intermediate
results suggested that the log-linear approach works
better.
Koehn and Schroeder (2007) have a similar arrangement. Their simplest phrase table adaptation
setup is to combine in-domain and out-of-domain
bilingual corpora before training. A more advanced
way is to create two separate phrase tables, which are
combined using factored translation models (Koehn
and Hoang, 2007). They create an adapted language
model in different ways, either using only the indomain LM, linearly interpolating it with the out-ofdomain LM, or using both as separate features in the
log-linear translation model.
A quite different approach to domain adaptation is
automatic post-editing (APE). In manual translation,
a translator who corrects output from an MT system
does post-editing. In automatic post-editing, manual
corrections are used to train a system that automatically corrects the output of the original MT system.
In such way, the post-edit system should learn to relieve the editors of repeatedly fixing the same mistakes made by the MT system. We experiment with
this by training one SMT system to correct translations made by another SMT system.
Isabelle et al. (2007) improve PORTAGE, a RBMT
system, by the use of SMT as post-processing step. A
bilingual corpus is constructed using the RBMT output translations as source text and the post-editor reference translations as target text. This corpus is used
for SMT model training. In this setup, two translation
steps are performed: the source text is translated by
the RBMT to intermediate target language, which is
translated by the APE layer to correct target language
text. This process can be used to easily customize
the RBMT system, or to adapt it to a specific domain.
In their experiments, Isabelle et al. (2007) report results for a small APE-training corpus (< 500k words)
of human corrections. The system yields almost the
same results in BLEU score, as an RBMT system customized with 18000 manual entries. With an increase
of APE training data, the overall quality improvement
stagnates. The improvements seem to be limited by
the output quality of the RBMT system.
Simard et al. (2007) report similar experiments
using the PORTAGE system. Dugast et al. (2007)
worked on improving the SYSTRAN RBMT system by statistical post-editing. They work with the
English–French language pair and confirm good results by automatic evaluation as well as linguistic
analysis. The SPE layer mostly improves local word
choice, degrades morphological accuracy and does

not affect long-distance reordering (which the RBMT
does well).
In similar work, Dı́az de Ilarraza et al. (2008)
concentrated on the Spanish–Basque language pair,
where little bilingual material is available. They use
the open source RBMT system Matxin (Alegria et al.,
2007). As Basque is a morphologically rich language, each word in the source corpus was replaced
by its stem and additional morphological tags. Tests
with this morpheme-based SMT system show significant improvements in NIST, WER and PER scores
over the word-based SMT system (except for BLEU
scores, which are worse). Their results are consistent with other research for a restricted domain corpus. However, for a general domain corpus the plain
SMT system outperforms the combination of RMBT
system with SPE module.

3
3.1

Data and Methods
Data

Our baseline translation system is trained on a reasonably large amount of out-of-domain parallel data to
get a state-of-the-art SMT system. We have only little
parallel in-domain data and have no specific monolingual in-domain target language corpus for language
model training. The amount of parallel data could be
alleviated by considering some other language pair
than Finnish–English, but we are interested in considering Finnish, as it is the local language and the
reported challenges in translating to and from Finnish
with statistical methods (Koehn, 2005). Our experiments investigate the case of starting to adapt translation system with very little in-domain data.
The Europarl (denoted as ’ep’) corpus Koehn
(2005) was our out-of-domain corpus for training the
baseline translation (TM), reordering (RM) and language (LM) models. We created a small in-domain
news corpus (denoted as ’il’) for domain adaptation
and evaluation. For the adaptation methods we concatenated the two corpora (denoted as ’ep+il’) or
trained separate models that were combined in a loglinear framework (denoted as ’ep,il’) or linearly interpolated (denoted as ’ep*il’). For post-edit models we paired the English output translations by the
baseline system with the English reference translation
for those sentences (corpus denoted as ’pec’). The
corpora were preprocessed with the standard Moses
scripts, included lowercasing and tokenization.

3.1.1

Europarl Parallel Corpus

The baseline models were generated from the Europarl corpus version 2 Koehn (2005), which is a
widely used parallel corpus in SMT research. The
corpus is freely available and based on the web versions of the European Parliament proceedings from
April 1996 to September 2003 in eleven languages.
For the experiments in this paper, we selected the
English–Finnish data. It contains the proceedings
data from January 1997 to September 2003 with a
total of 0.8 million sentence pairs after standard preprocessing.
3.1.2

Iltalehti Parallel Corpus

The monolingual Finnish in-domain corpus was extracted from the web version of Iltalehti, a Finnish
daily tabloid newspaper. Sentence length was limited to minimum of 3 and maximum of 12 words.
Sequences shorter than 3 words were not considered
proper sentences and sequences longer than 11 words
were considered too complex and laborious to manually evaluate and correct.
The extracted Finnish sentences were translated
into English by volunteers using a web-based application. The created small in-domain parallel corpus
consisted of 1076 sentences.

3.2

Baseline Translation System

All experiments were conducted with Moses Koehn
et al. (2007), an open source, state of the art statistical machine translation system.1 During decoding we used the default settings except for a translation table limit of 20, word penalty of -1 and a distortion limit of 6. We used the default reordering
model (msd-bidirectional-fe).
The Finnish–English baseline models were trained
with Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005). The 4-gram language models used in all experiments were created
using the SRILM toolkit Stolcke (2002) with KneserNey smoothing.

3.3

Adaptation Methods

Here we provide brief descriptions of the adaptation
methods in our experiments. A short identifier for
each experiment is given in parenthesis.
Language model adaptation (Ln) only modifies the
language model component of the system, whereas
1 Moses

build from 11.12.2007 used in all experiments.

translation model adaptation (In/Cn) modifies models responsible for translation. The post-edit adaptation (Pn) does not change the baseline model (B) but
builds a new translation system that takes as input the
output of the baseline system. Table 1 describes the
different data sets, models and methods.
3.3.1

Language Model Adaptation

We experiment with two different approaches: one
new model based on all data (L2) and linear (L3) and
log-linear (L1) model interpolation between baseline
and in-domain models. We provide comparison with
results with only in-domain (L4) and baseline language model (B).
We create linearly interpolated LMs with the
SRILM toolkit and use Moses for log-linear combination (Equation 2) of LMs by using them as distinct
features.
3.3.2

Translation Model Adaptation

Similarly to LM adaptation, we compare the baseline
system to a new translation model that is trained on
combined baseline and in-domain corpora (Cn) and
a log-linear combination between separately trained
baseline and in-domain models (In).
We show results with three different language
models: a baseline language model (C1/I1), a LM
trained on both corpora (C2/I2) and linear interpolation between baseline and in-domain LMs (C3/I3).
3.3.3

Post-edit Domain Adaptation

The automatic post-edit domain adaption method
does not work in parallel with the baseline model as
in model interpolation, but the baseline and the APE
models are in a sequence. Therefore, the approach is
feasible even if the baseline system details cannot be
accessed or modified. This method does not translate
between two different languages, but rather tries to
correct the baseline system output to match the reference translations.
As in the translation model experiments, we show
results with three different language models: a baseline language model (P1), a LM trained on both corpora (P2) and linear interpolation between baseline
and in-domain LMs (P3).

3.4

Evaluation

We evaluate translation quality using the BLEU score
measure (Papineni et al., 2002), which is commonly
used in MT research, although it has received much

criticism (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Lee and Przybocki, 2005). The basic idea of BLEU is to reward closeness to one of the human reference translations, using modified unigram precision. The precision is determined by the weighted overlap of ngrams between candidate and reference translations
for n = 1, .., 4. The closeness between candidate and
reference is given by the final score between 0 and 1.
Given our small bilingual in-domain corpus, it is
hard to obtain a representative sample and the statistical significance of our results could be questioned.
Therefore, a combination of 10-fold cross validation and bootstrap resampling Efron and Tibshirani
(1986) was used. Cross-validation enlarges the variability of the training data and bootstrap resampling
improves statistical accuracy for test set evaluation,
while not assuming any specific distribution for the
data. Bootstrap resampling has earlier been applied
for significance tests in machine translation (Koehn,
2004; Zhang et al., 2004).
Due to to the very small in-domain adaptation corpus, we did not create a separate tuning data set as
this would have reduced the available data for training too much. However, default parameters could
be unfortunate in a way that the comparison between
different systems is unfair. Therefore we decided to
tradeoff proper division of validation and test set for
better comparability between the different adaptation
approaches, which was our main goal.
The training sets were used to train translation
models, reordering models and language models.
The testing sets were used during automatic evaluation and for trying to obtain reasonable interpolation
weights between in-domain and out-of-domain models.
Target language translations of each crossvalidation model were resampled with replacement
to form 1 000 new sets of 100 sentence test corpora. The test set for each cross-validation fold was
bootstrapped and the BLEU score for each of these
10 · 1 000 test sets evaluated. These BLEU scores
were then combined to determine the bootstrap confidence interval and mean estimates.
For system ranking we perform a pairwise comparison as described in Zhang et al. (2004), but use a
one sided 95% interval. The method can be described
as first calculating the difference between each paired
sample and subsequently verifying if 95% of the differences are larger than zero for any one of the participating systems. If the condition is met, the score difference is significant at the 95% level. To our knowledge, this procedure has not been widely applied in
MT research yet, therefore we also rank the systems

Id

Description

ep
il
pec

Europarl (Finnish,English) corpus
Iltalehti (Finnish,English) corpus
Post-edit corrections (English,English)

ep+il
ep,il
ep*il

One model trained on combined corpora
Log-linear combination of models
Linear interpolation of models

B
Ln
Cn
In
Pn

Baseline translation system
Language model adaptation only
Adaptation with data combination
Adaptation with model interpolation
Adaptation with post-editing

Table 1: Data, model and system descriptions.

using the Wilcoxon signed rank test Wilcoxon (1945).
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Results

Evaluation for all systems are given in Table 2 which
shows the data and models used for training and
BLEU scores for training and test sets.
Our results with language model adaptation (Ln)
are not in line with existing research, as we were only
able to get improved BLEU scores with a new model
trained on all data (L2). Koehn and Schroeder (2007)
try similar experiments as our Ln, although with a
significantly larger in-domain corpus. Compared to
the baseline, they report improvements in each of the
LM adaptation methods, where the simple combination of corpora (comparable with L2) performs worse
than the other methods. For our LM adaptation methods, L2 performs best. For linear LM interpolation
(L3), we tried different weights using LM perplexity as a guide. However, the weight giving the lowest perplexity (0.5) did not result in the best translation score; similar scores were instead achieved for
weights between 0.5 to 0.9.
Linear LM interpolation (L3) outperformed loglinear LM combination (L1), which agrees with the
results in Wu et al. (2008). We tried different weights
for the two LMs in the log-linear LM combination (L1), but additional in-domain LM weight only
seemed to degrade translation performance.
All translation adaptation methods (Cn/In/Pn) outperformed the baseline system. Language model,
however, did influence the results as interpolated LMs
(ep*il) produced lower scores than the baseline model
(ep), whereas the retrained model (ep+il) was always
the best. The only exception was the post-edit adaptation (Pn), where also linear interpolation of LMs
outperformed the baseline LM.

Id

Description

Data
TM

B
L1
L2
L3
L4
C1
C2
C3
I1
I2
I3
P1
P2
P3

baseline, no adaptaion
log-linear LM combination
combined corpus LM
linear LM interpolation
in-domain LM only
combined corpus TM/RM
+combined corpus LM
+linear LM interpolation
log-linear TM combination
+combined corpus LM
+linear LM interpolation
post-edit TM/RM
+combined corpus LM
+linear LM interpolation

ep
ep
ep
ep
ep
ep+il
ep+il
ep+il
ep, il
ep, il
ep, il
pec
pec
pec

RM

ep
ep
ep
ep
ep
ep+il
ep+il
ep+il
ep
ep
ep
pec
pec
pec

Training
LM

ep
ep, il
ep+il
ep*il
il
ep
ep+il
ep*il
ep
ep+il
ep*il
ep
ep+il
ep*il

Testing
cross-validation

16.49
20.92
20.50
19.79
20.29
48.92
55.70
56.19
62.92
68.98
69.89
57.75
61.02
61.23

bootstrap

mean

interval

interval

16.43
13.28
17.25
14.86
10.77
21.41
22.41
21.23
23.75
24.76
23.43
22.74
24.05
23.49

[ 15.08, 17.79 ]
[ 11.89, 14.68 ]
[ 15.78, 18.72 ]
[ 13.79, 15.93 ]
[ 9.45, 12.08 ]
[ 19.58, 23.23 ]
[ 20.55, 24.28 ]
[ 19.73, 22.73 ]
[ 21.87, 25.64 ]
[ 22.49, 27.03 ]
[ 21.41, 25.44 ]
[ 21.24, 24.24 ]
[ 22.35, 25.75 ]
[ 21.81, 25.16 ]

[ 12.64, 20.38 ]
[ 9.91, 16.88 ]
[ 13.33, 21.40 ]
[ 11.42, 18.45 ]
[ 7.808, 13.87 ]
[ 16.79, 26.32 ]
[ 17.50, 27.57 ]
[ 16.57, 26.20 ]
[ 18.77, 29.04 ]
[ 19.52, 30.39 ]
[ 18.28, 29.08 ]
[ 17.52, 28.48 ]
[ 18.47, 30.01 ]
[ 17.99, 29.35 ]

Table 2: BLEU score evaluation of the in-domain news corpus test set for all adaptation systems using 10-fold
cross-validation and bootstrap resampling. 95% confidence intervals are reported for bootstrap resampling and
cross-validation data, for the latter assuming Student’s t-distributed data. Mean values for the bootstrap data are
not shown as they were equal to the reported cross-validation means when using four significant figures.
A comparison of the best systems (B/L2/C2/I2/P2)
in each method is shown in Figure 1 as a histogram of
the BLEU scores from the bootstrap resampling sets.
This result was used to rank the adaptation methods,
which gave the result given in Table 3. 2
comparison
result
B
B
B
B
L2
L2
L2
C2
C2
I2

≯
<
<
<
<
<
<
≯
≯
≯

L2
C2
I2
P2
C2
I2
P2
I2
P2
P2

p-value
0.93
0.0011
< 0.001
0.015
0.0029
< 0.001
0.028
0.92
0.66
0.43

(a) Bootstrap method

comparison
result

p-value

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
≯
≯

0.0020
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.0029
0.90
0.35

B
B
B
B
L2
L2
L2
C2
C2
I2

L2
C2
I2
P2
C2
I2
P2
I2
P2
P2

(b) Wilcoxon signed-rank
test

Table 3: A system ranking of the best systems of
each method. Using the more pessimistic bootstrap
method, we get the ranking (C2, I2, P 2) > (L2, B).
Applying the more sensitive Wilcoxon signed-rank
test on the cross-validation data results in the ranking I2 > C2 > L2 > B and P 2 > L2 > B.
The ranking obtained by the bootstrap method is
more pessimistic than the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
2 All

rankings use a significance level of 95%.

over the cross-validation data. All adaptation methods that include translation model adaptation (C2, I2,
P2) perform significantly better than the baseline and
the LM only adaptation (L2) using any of the testing
methods. Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows the significant difference that the interpolation model (I2)
is better than the model from the combined corpora
(C2) and both are better than the LM adaptation (L2)
alone. The post-editing model (P2) is also better than
the baseline and L2, but not significantly better than
combined corpora model C2 or interpolation model
I2.
The detailed model evaluation results in Table 2
show that there is a considerable difference between
the estimated cross-validation confidence interval 3
and the confidence intervals created from the bootstrapped data, which have a much larger interval.
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Conclusions and Discussion

This paper experimented with a statistical machine
translation framework and four different domain
adaptation methods from the baseline system trained
on the Finnish–English part of the Europarl corpus to
a news domain. The in-domain news corpus was a
very small parallel corpus collected by the authors.
The results show that the adaptation methods can sig3 based

on the assumption that the data is t-distributed

0.20
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1994.
Chris Callison-Burch, Miles Osborne, and Philipp
Koehn. Re-evaluating the role of BLEU in machine
translation research. In Proceedings of EACL2006, pages 249–256, 2006.
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Figure 1: Best models of each family compared by
smoothed BLEU score histograms created from the
bootstrap resampling test sets.

nificantly improve translation quality measured with
the BLEU score, even when the in-domain training
corpus is very small. Our results suggest that language model adaptation combined with translation
model adaptation methods or post-editing methods
produces the best results. Language model adaptation methods by itself may not always improve the
results.
We were not able to show a clear ranking of the
adaptation methods. However, the choice of the appropriate method might depend not only on the improvements in translation quality but also on other
performance measures, such as training time, model
size and translation time.
Due to the small size of the in-domain parallel corpus, parameters of each system were not fully optimized. Some of our results deviate from existing research, especially regarding the language model interpolation, which we suspect to be a result of the
very small in-domain corpus size. In further work, we
believe that combining the methodologically different
adaptation methods would produce even greater improvements in translation quality.
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